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ix

Foreword

ALAN J. TORRANCE

This remarkable book represents a dynamic and constructive vision of 
theology and theological anthropology. Not only does it integrate resources 
provided by contemporary biblical exegesis, analytic philosophy, and system-
atic theology; it does so in a manner that is historically informed and that 
engages thoughtfully with the Christian tradition. The author’s background 
in analytic theology is reflected in the lucidity, transparency, and analytic rigor 
with which she presents her arguments.

One might suspect that a book whose title refers to God’s provision for 
human need is likely to be pragmatic in style and apologetically driven. Such 
a perception, however, could not be further from the truth. At no point do 
we find culturally conditioned perceptions of human need framing the in-
terpretation of God and the Christian faith. What we have is an exercise in 
trinitarian and christologically focused anthropology that engages in depth 
and at length with biblical scholarship and key philosophical resources for 
the sake of the theological task.

McKirland’s basic argument is that human beings have a fundamental 
human need for a second- personal relation to God. To describe it in these 
terms is to present the need as “nonderivative, noncircumstantial, and ines-
capable, so that the entity experiences serious harm if this need is not met.” 
At the heart of the Christian faith, she suggests, stands the recognition that 
we have been created for a second- personal relationship to God. Not only 
is the fulfilment of this need integral to our flourishing; it is not possible to 
provide an account of what it is to be human that does not recognize this. We 
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can speak of human capacities and human responsibilities, but if we have not 
grasped the fundamental and divinely intended feature at the heart of who 
we are, we have missed the defining key to what it is to be human.

Whereas attempts to outline fundamental facets of human nature can eas-
ily project individual or cultural priorities onto the interpretation of human 
nature, the universality of this essential human need can be affirmed, argues 
McKirland, without flattening out or undermining cultural diversity or human 
particularity. As Colin Gunton and John Zizioulas saw, second- personal rela-
tions affirm rather than dilute human particularity. What quickly becomes 
apparent, therefore, is that this volume upholds a fundamental feature of 
human nature as key to understanding our identity without succumbing to 
reductive or subliminally “local” assumptions as to what it is that defines 
us. It is pertinent to notice here that, for McKirland, a person does not have 
to be aware of this fundamental need— or the harm she experiences if it is 
unmet— for that need to be real.

All this, however, immediately raises an obvious nexus of questions: How 
do we recognize that this fundamental need exists, what form it takes or, 
indeed, that it really is a universal feature of humanity? Her answer lies un-
ashamedly in God’s self- disclosure, the witness of Scripture to the nature of 
humanity, and the way in which our humanity is fulfilled in communion with 
God. To the extent that experience serves to confirm the validity of this ap-
proach, this is only the case by way of a “backward look”— that is, looking at 
human nature from within the context of the reconciled experience of God’s 
transforming presence. In short, the experience of the church testifies to the 
significance of the neglected but critically important insights that McKirland 
outlines so skillfully.

Central to McKirland’s thesis is an exegetically driven theological analysis 
of the imago Dei. Her insights into what fundamental need and second- 
personal relations tell us about the image avoid the common trap of intro-
spective and culturally privileged accounts of human capacity— ones that are 
increasingly exemplified by ill- conceived forms of dialogue with the sciences. 
The focus of McKirland’s account is Christological— but not in a way that 
short- circuits the light that Israel, the theology of the temple, and, indeed, 
the Old Testament as a whole shed on this conceptuality. Jesus Christ is pre-
sented as the teleological prototype of humanity but also as the one in and 
through whom the fundamental need that defines us is fulfilled. This same 
concept also helps her to account not only for the commonality that the 
incarnate Son shares with the rest of humanity but also for key elements in 
his redemptive role. So why does God’s engagement with humanity take this 
form? For McKirland, it is indicative quite simply of God’s desire to dwell 

Foreword
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with humanity personally and in a way that extends and expands the divine 
presence. God’s desire for this, moreover, is not something that God allows 
human sin to frustrate.

In the final chapters of the book, the theological significance of God’s 
presence and its significance for human flourishing are explored by analyzing 
the metaphors of bread, water, and filial and kinship relations and by attend-
ing to the role of the tabernacle and temple in Israel’s relationship to God. 
These discussions spell out the nature, character, and, indeed, primacy of the 
notion of divine presence. What becomes plain is that God did not create 
human beings with this fundamental need without simultaneously intend-
ing to provide the nourishment that this need requires. The whole thrust of 
the gospel is that human creatures are created to flourish in the context of 
this I- thou relationship and God’s active and transformative presence in and 
through it. Consequently, the metaphors of bread, water, and sonship take on 
a whole new and profound significance in the New Testament both for Jesus 
and for his followers. The second- personal relation to God is fully realized 
through faith in Christ and through sharing in the faithfulness of Christ as 
the embodiment of God’s second- personal presence.

To appreciate this fully, however, Logos Christology is best complemented, 
she argues, by a robust pneumatological focus. This constitutes the key to 
an integrated trinitarian account of Jesus’s humanity and his divinity. Such 
a development provides, further, an ontological basis for the profoundly im-
portant direction in which the book seeks to take theological anthropology. 
The person of Jesus Christ is not only the model for human flourishing and its 
norm; he is also the Mediator of it— he actualizes it. This means that a person 
is experiencing harm if she is deprived of the relation of dependence on the 
personal divine presence that Jesus facilitates and mediates. What emerges 
here is not only a “missionary” imperative but a profound vision of the new 
creation as the fulfilment of human flourishing in communion with God.

There is an admirable theological modesty and, indeed, reverence in McKir-
land’s decision not to make exaggerated claims for the theological anthropol-
ogy that she develops. She refers to the “pneumachristocentric anthropology,” 
for which she argues in her concluding chapter, as “one possible theological 
anthropology” that might emerge from the framework she has developed. 
This is in tune with her whole approach, which is intended to inspire and 
encourage rather than complete the theological task—a virtue, I might add, 
that has also characterized her unparalleled commitment to inspire and en-
courage women to engage in academic theology!

Usually, in writing a foreword, one tries to avoid presenting a summary 
of what a book contains. If  I tend in that direction, it is an expression of 

Foreword
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my desire to intimate to the reader something of the range, originality, and 
constructive force of this volume. What one is presented with is sustained, 
innovative, and rigorous— an exegetically- driven, trinitarian anthropology 
that has profound relevance not only for academic theology but for the life 
and outreach of the church.

One final comment. As I have already indicated, this is not a book that 
attempts to shut the door on a topic— she is free of a (sometimes academic/
dogmatic) fondness for closure and control! Rather, the overarching concern 
of her intellectual commitment and rigorous theological scholarship is to open 
a cogent and compelling vista that invites the reader to develop her thesis in 
numerous further directions and run with it. Just one example of such an 
opportunity might be the significance of her trinitarian “pneumachristocen-
tric” vision for interpreting Christ’s continuing priestly role and intercessions. 
This would explore the significance of her concept of fundamental need and 
second- person relations for the theology of worship, sacramental celebration, 
and mediated participation in the divine life.

Foreword
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1

Introduction
Theological Anthropology and Human Need

“Mom, I need a cookie,” says my four- year- old.
“Sweetie, you don’t need a cookie; you want a cookie,”1 I respond. “You 

need to eat your vegetables to get strong and be healthy.”
How does a four- year- old already intuitively know that the forcefulness of 

“need” language outweighs “want” language? I am not sure where she picked 
this up, but I believe her intuitions are correct. Those same intuitions drew 
me to this topic years ago when I first started thinking about these things. 
While wants are powerful, motivating, and (typically) acutely felt, they seem 
to be distinct from needs. Further, my daughter may not feel the need to eat 
vegetables, and she may not have any desire to meet that need. Yet such an 
absence of want does not undermine the reality of her need.

At the same time, many of our needs have continuity with the rest of 
creation and are not especially interesting in theological anthropology. To il-
lustrate, a need for nutrients is shared by all known life- forms on our planet. 
This commonality raises questions about whether humans have one or more 
unique needs and if a case can be made theologically for what such a need 
might be. As a Christian theologian, I see specific theological questions im-
pinging on this discussion. Does this need overlap with biblical descriptions 
of humans? How might the image of God relate to this need? Would this need 
apply to Jesus equally as the fully divine and fully human person? Would 

1. For my non- American readers, cookies are biscuits. However, as an American Southerner 
by birth, I have made a committment to myself that my daughter will know what biscuits 
really are.
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such a need imply a defect in Jesus? What about prelapsarian humanity? 
What about humanity in the eschaton? For a need to be fundamental, as we 
will see in chapter 1, it must be noncircumstantial and apply consistently to 
all stages of salvation history: status integritatus, corruptionis, gratiae, and 
gloriae.2 Can such a need be found? These questions precipitate my research 
and the argument outlined in the coming pages.

I find that one’s understanding of what it means to be human is insepa-
rable from one’s understanding of fundamental need,3 because what causes 
harm or flourishing for a subject is bound to what kind of being it is, and 
fundamental needs are bound to harm and flourishing. A rose needs sunlight 
to flourish because it is a plant. A whale needs plankton to flourish because 
it is an animal. Put simply,

 1. The constitution of an entity determines the fundamental needs it has.
 2. An entity’s possession of a thing that it needs fundamentally must caus-

ally contribute to an entity’s flourishing, and the lack of that thing must 
causally contribute to the entity’s harm.

 3. Therefore, understanding what causally contributes to an entity’s flour-
ishing or harm will indicate its fundamental need(s) and constitution.

Since most theological anthropology focuses on what humans are and are 
moving toward, if  we discover such a need, it could offer some continuity 
across theological anthropologies for discussing what human beings were 
meant for, can currently experience, and are progressing toward. Significantly, 
need can speak into what humans uniquely are without requiring specific 
views about human ontology or origin, because need is omnicompatible. 
I propose that a human being needs a second- personal relation to God to 
flourish, and the rest of this book will argue for this need.4

2. Kevin Timpe uses this helpful list of these epochs in human experience in Free Will in 
Philosophical Theology, 14.

3. G. Thomson, Needs, 31; Wiggins, Needs, Values, Truth, 11.
4. The nuance between having a need and getting the need met will be clarified below. In 

the meantime, that a rose needs sunlight is a constitutional fact about the rose. The activity of 
absorbing the sunlight is distinct from the need itself. Similarly, the human needing a second- 
personal relation to God is distinct from relying on God’s second- personal presence. Finally, I 
should note that the second- personal presence is especially concerned with knowing a person, 
not simply knowing about a person. As philosopher Jill Graper Hernandez has helpfully pointed 
out in personal correspondence, many moral philosophers recognize that someone could be 
known second- personally as a “you” and still not be intimately known (such as yelling at a 
stranger who just clipped your car with their vehicle, “Hey you!”). While I acknowledge that 
this is possible, I am using a conditionalizing approach whereby second- personal knowledge is 
exclusively concerned with knowing a person in a relationally intimate way.

Introduction
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3

To relate second- personally is to know another person and not simply know 
about another person. This kind of relating involves mental states. When it 
comes to knowing God, to be able to relate second- personally is always a 
gracious act of divine accommodation. This second- personal relationship is 
made possible through the Spirit. In her article on autism and Christianity, 
Olivia Bustion helpfully captures this divine accommodation. She quotes a 
member of an online autistic forum saying, “The Holy Spirit is like an un-
ported source code that can configure itself to any operating system, which 
means that the Holy Spirit can be compatible with anyone, autistic or not.”5 
The extent of mental content required for this relation is debatable, but that 
God would accommodate Godself to various intellectual and relational ca-
pacities is presupposed throughout this book. Thus, my goal is not to say what 
the necessary and sufficient conditions are for a second- personal relation to 
“count” but to say that humans fundamentally need this kind of relation to 
God and that, ultimately, God provides for this need.

Filling a Gap

To date, reflection on the concept of a “fundamental need” has not occurred 
in biblical studies, let alone how this concept has wider theological signifi-
cance. In noting this lack of reflection, I am not critiquing either discipline, 
since this concept has only recently received focused attention and definition. 
Such attention has emerged especially within analytic philosophy.6 As we will 
see, when we apply fundamental need to the biblical material, the theological 
deliverances are rich. Given the persistent division between biblical studies 
and theology, this book attempts to integrate these disciplines using analytic 
philosophy.

For example, recent developments in temple theology, especially related 
to God’s image and presence, have begun to gain traction in theological an-
thropology.7 The biblical material is pregnant with themes and metaphors 

5. Bustion, “Autism and Christianity,” 675. She goes on to explain that “porting refers to 
the activity of adapting a computer program (or a video game) to run on different types of 
computers (or game platforms). A software engineer rewrites a piece of software to accom-
modate new hardware for which it was not originally designed. For instance, it is in virtue of 
porting that one can now play Super Mario Bros., a game originally designed for the Nintendo 
Entertainment System, on a personal computer.”

6. This book focuses on the biblical and theological footing for a proposed fundamental 
need for humankind. Future work will turn to other sciences to further explore this proposal.

7. For instance, James Turner gives a brief defense of the need for analytic and systematic 
theology to take seriously the biblical scholarship regarding temple theology and holistic es-
chatology. J. Turner, “Temple Theology, Holistic Eschatology.” For two other strong examples 

Introduction
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that can speak into the significance of the presence of God for understanding 
theologically what it means to be human.8 Further, the centrality of God’s 
presence spans the Hebrew Bible and New Testament, offering warrant for the 
continuity of God’s intentions and self- revelation throughout the Christian 
canon, which theological terms attempt to capture. This continuity provides 
a “unifying theme” for both a broad theological framework and a needs- 
based theological anthropology. Biblical scholar Samuel Terrien articulates 
this unifying theme in his monograph on the divine presence. He recognizes 
that “the presence of God” motif may enable “a unifying and yet dynamic 
principle which will account not only for the homogeneity of the Old Testa-
ment literature in its totality, including the sapiential books, but also for the 
historical and thematic continuity which unites Hebraism and large aspects of 
Judaism with nascent Christianity.”9 Building off of the significance of God’s 
presence, this book integrates the particular history of God’s presence with 
Israel and the specific predications of Jesus of Nazareth with fundamental 
need— extending biblical scholarship into a constructive theological proposal. 
On this basis, I will make claims about a universal human need that maintains 
the value of particularities.

Consequently, one primary outworking of this integration is to help re-
ground theological anthropology in particularity.10 While discussions of ab-
stract human natures can yield some productive insights, we need to be wary 
when our theological abstractions undermine Jesus’s actual humanity. He 
remains a male, Palestinian Jew. While fully human, he is human in this way. 
He also proceeded from Israel’s history (even while preceding it), intention-
ally speaking into her present while providing Israel and humanity hope for 
a flourishing future.11 Thus, our theological anthropologies can better engage 
how God has revealed who humans are through Israel’s story.

Finally, a tendency in Western thinking is to strive for self- sufficiency and 
absolute autonomy. The message of this book is that such striving under-
mines true flourishing. We were intended to need to relate to God and others 

of systematic theologians taking seriously the deliverances of modern biblical scholarship, see 
also J. Turner, “End of Things”; Cortez, “Idols, Images, and a Spirit- ed Anthropology.”

8. For the value and appropriateness of metaphors for doing theology, see Heim, “Paths 
beyond Tracing Out.”

9. Terrien, Elusive Presence, 475–76.
10. Jennings proposes a solid theological rationale for valuing particularity in The Chris-

tian Imagination, and a strong recent example of valuing particularity comes through in Ian 
McFarland’s The Word Made Flesh.

11. This procession is the case historically, even though Christ’s priesthood (as the eternal 
Word) is the “true and real archetypal priesthood of which all others are merely shadows (Heb. 
8:5).” Greggs, Dogmatic Ecclesiology, 1:55.

Introduction
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(though the latter relation is only tacitly addressed in this work), and this is 
not a liability to overcome but a dignity to be embraced.

Methodology

The anthropology I propose here finds its footing in biblical texts and 
themes, which then are developed theologically. Recent biblical theology 
and New Testament theology provide the material for the broader theo-
logical claims of later chapters. An additional tool of analytic philosophy 
is leveraged to help clarify the language of need, including its criteria, and 
focus on the larger proposal. Thus, this book reads as a biblical theology 
that then pivots to propose a constructive theological anthropology. I ac-
complish this by recognizing the prevalence of God’s presence in the Chris-
tian Scriptures and then connecting this to recent systematic theological 
anthropology via the mechanism of analytic philosophy.12 In other words, 
I can imaginatively ask the biblical authors, “According to a particular 
analytic rubric, what do you think humans fundamentally need?” and I 
can abductively argue what they might say.13 In more technical terms, I will 
use Nicholas Wolterstorff’s category of intended manifestational revela-
tion.14 Based on that inferential reasoning, I will then be able to construct 
a theological anthropology.

While this method is not necessarily a robust example of analytic theology, 
the values of clarity and parsimony will be consistent throughout this volume. 
Specifically, the definition and rubric for “fundamental needs” originate from 
an analytic philosopher and are a load- bearing aspect of the constructive 
work in this book. Throughout this book, I propose a needs- based theological 
anthropology. My proposal is intentionally parsimonious and consonant with 
various theological anthropologies and various views on the origin of the 
human person. As we will see, structural, functional, and relational anthro-
pologies can all work alongside a needs- based account.

12. Analytic Christian theology is typically, and most simply, “constructive, systematic, 
Christian theology— that uses the tools and methods of analytic philosophy.” Wood, Analytic 
Theology, 3.

13. Abduction is often understood as an inference to the best explanation.
14. Nonmanifestational revelation is propositional. For an example, Wolterstorff notes that 

God communicated explicitly that God’s reason for leading the Israelites through the Red/Reed 
Sea was love for Israel. This explicitly communicated reason would be nonmanifestational. 
However, if this act was left to the interpretation of the original community and later recipients 
of this event, then there is an openness of interpretation which he calls intended manifestational 
revelation. Using inference to supply a plausible reading of these themes seems to be a reasonable 
method to arrive at the conclusions proposed in this book. Wolterstorff, Divine Discourse, 27–28.

Introduction
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At the same time, I am conscious of the hazards of this book’s integrative 
endeavor as I look to bring biblical studies, analytic philosophy, and system-
atic theology into conversation. For instance, within biblical studies there is 
a pronounced concern about theological prooftexting. I hope that naming 
and engaging “unifying” themes from biblical scholars themselves may help 
address what can seem to be capricious selectivity.15 Engagement with these 
themes should not imply that biblical scholars agree on what these themes 
are or that there even are such things.16 However, given that biblical studies 
scholars work closely with the biblical texts, if  a theme’s prevalence finds 
exegetical support, especially across multiple biblical scholars, its import 
should receive careful consideration by theologians.

On a metamethodological note, corollary reasoning in support of the claim 
that humans need a second- personal relation with God flows from the argu-
ments of this book itself. If God wants to be in a second- personal relationship 
with humans and if this kind of relationship enables humans to become like 
the true image of God, Jesus Christ, it would also seem to follow that God 
would want us to know this.17 Yet how is this knowledge ascertainable? We 
can observe our experiences and the experiences of others, but this may not 
reveal what is at the root of these experiences. Instead, such knowledge would 
seem to require some sort of communication, or divine disclosure, in human 
history— not only communication of the true image itself but also revelation 
indicating the significance of Jesus Christ.

Furthermore, since human history is dynamic, and God chose to act within 
this time- bound context, such disclosure would ideally be recorded so that 
later humans could come to know this God. A collection of those testimonies, 
inspired by the same God who desires to meet humankind’s need for God’s 
second- personal presence, would be a fitting way to mediate that revelation. 
Whether the texts are themselves revelation or a witness to the revelation does 
not affect the conclusions of this book, as both require that God be engaged 
with the created world in such a way as to be discernible by human creatures.

Since I argue that God intends that humans become like the true image, 
Jesus Christ, through a second- personal relationship with the divine pres-
ence (especially the Holy Spirit), the fact that this same Spirit would urge 

15. The centrality of God’s relational presence is the focus of Duvall and Hays, God’s 
Relational Presence.

16. For an excellent example of biblical scholars who endorse both the diversity of these 
texts and also the possibility of unifying themes across them, see Hafemann and House, Central 
Themes in Biblical Theology.

17. I do believe this to be the case. This argument assumes that God is both all- good and 
all- loving and thereby wants human creatures to know their original end and provides the 
means for reaching this end.

Introduction
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humanity toward this principal goal is unsurprising. The ontology of human-
ity, argued in the chapters below, reveals striking parallels to the ontology of 
Scripture. Humanity has a forward- moving telos (end, goal), needs God’s 
second- personal presence to be what it is, and is meant to rely on the Holy 
Spirit. If such an understanding of humanity— of those human beings who 
wrote these texts in their material form— is pneumachristocentric (the an-
thropology proposed in chapter 10), it seems plausible that the discourse of 
these texts would reflect a parallel ontology. Put another way, if God designed 
humanity to need God’s own presence, but such a need required revelation, 
then a doctrine of inspiration wherein the Spirit reveals this need, while at 
the same time being relied on, is quite likely. While the exact role of the Spirit 
in the writing of these texts remains contested, I am presupposing that God 
was involved in some way. This involvement includes the authorship, redac-
tion, and compilation of these texts. Such involvement makes the most sense 
of pervading themes and trajectories spanning the canon. This involvement 
also appears internally consistent with the God depicted there.

Consequently, this book works from the premise that the entire canon is 
a unified whole and inspired by one divine author who speaks through the 
voices of individuals through different genres and in other contexts. We see 
this within the text itself: “Even Matthew’s predilection for reading prophetic 
texts as predictive oracles derives its theological intelligibility from his con-
viction that all Scripture is a great coherent story in which the elements of 
Israel’s past point toward a messianic consummation, in which God will at 
last be present with his people (cf. Matt 1:21–23, 28:20).”18 Such a view accepts 
that there is some form of dual authorship of these sacred texts and that a 
sensus plenior, or “fuller sense,” of the text is ascertainable through reading 
across books, genres, and periods.19 Beyond the reasons already listed, this 
also seems reasonable given that New Testament authors use both Hebrew 
and Septuagint texts extensively.20 Additionally, this method maintains the 
value and import of the Hebrew Scriptures even though the New Testament 
records Jesus inaugurating a new way of being in communion with God. 
Finally, this approach leaves open the possibility of a unified narrative and 
consequential metamessages across the canon.

18. R. Hays, Echoes of  Scripture in the Gospels, 188.
19. Whether this fuller sense can be discerned apart from the illumination of the Spirit is 

also debated. However, minimally, the discovery of unifying themes could still occur even if 
their significance to the reader is not fully realized. Barker, Imprecation as Divine Discourse.

20. Though scholars contest the nature and extent of intertextuality, Hays makes a strong 
case for “reading with the evangelists” and applying their approach to reading the text today. 
R. Hays, Echoes of  Scripture in the Gospels.
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Finally, some readers may wonder why I begin in the Old Testament to 
endorse a (pneuma)Christocentric anthropology. The reasons for this are 
fourfold. First, the canon, as we have received it, begins with Genesis. The 
first uses of “image of God” occur at the beginning of Israel’s Scriptures 
and communicate important content about understanding humanity’s iden-
tity and function. To take the text on its own terms requires starting where 
it starts.21 Second, and relatedly, the opening chapters of Genesis apply to 
all humanity, enabling universal claims for those who consider the Hebrew 
Scriptures to be a part of the Christian canon. Third, the connotations of 
the image of God as related to God’s divine presence begin in Genesis and 
are then magnified in Christ. However, unless we first see how the authors of 
Genesis understood this concept, we will not understand how imago Dei was 
later applied to Christ. Tracing the continuity will help our understanding of 
the fundamentality of the need proposed in this book. Fourth, assuming the 
Christocentricity of the image of God before examining the Genesis text on 
its own terms can short- circuit interdisciplinary dialogue between biblical 
scholars and theologians. To foster more discussion between these disciplines, 
beginning in Genesis is important.

Scope

Given the priority of the biblical material, this book is only lightly informed 
by broader Christian traditions and minimally appeals to paradigmatic theo-
logical authorities. This approach thus follows a “pressure” of interpreta-
tion that moves from scriptural texts to a constructive theological proposal 
through the aid of an analytic rubric.22 However, the lack of thorough en-
gagement does not mean that “need” has not permeated Christian thinking. 
The idea that humans need to be in a relationship with God is something 
of a truism in Eastern and Western traditions. While such a need has led 
to various descriptions, union with God (which is one way to describe the 
meeting of this need) has long been the center of anthropological reflec-
tion. Supporting this pervasive theme, Vladimir Lossky summarizes the 
Eastern tradition:

21. Such linkage is stated explicitly by biblical scholar Claus Westermann: “The history of 
the people of God, which begins with the patriarchs (Gen. 12–50) and the exodus from Egypt 
(Exodus) and extends through the history of the Israelites to Christ and his apostles, finds in 
Genesis 1 a framework that links this history to the beginning of time, the world, and the human 
race. Everything in it is based on this beginning.” Westermann, Genesis, 12–13.

22. I am indebted to C. Kavin Rowe for this phrase. See Rowe, “Biblical Pressure and Trini-
tarian Hermeneutics.”
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“God made Himself man, that man might become God.” These powerful words, 
which we find for the first time in St. Irenaeus, are again found in the writings of 
Athanasius, St. Gregory of Nazianzus, and St. Gregory of Nyssa. The Fathers 
and Orthodox theologians have repeated them in every century with the same 
emphasis, wishing to sum up in this striking sentence the very essence of Chris-
tianity: an ineffable descent of God to the ultimate limit of our fallen human 
condition, even unto death—a descent of God which opens to men a path of 
ascent, the unlimited vistas of  the union of  created beings with the Divinity.23

The Latin tradition also contains this theme, as seen in Augustine, though he 
is not alone. He believed “that the original human was incomplete at creation 
because Adam foreshadowed something greater still to come. The image of 
God in him longed to be like God, and his humanity pointed to the means 
of divinization yet to come in Christ’s incarnation.”24 Since telos has the 
meaning of “completion” (especially in the Sermon on the Mount) and yet 
does not negate the ongoing nature of the need for God’s second- personal 
presence, incompletion is an unhelpful way to describe human persons. One 
can be complete and still have needs. Thus, while I will avoid the language 
of “incompletion,” the Augustinian intuition that we have a need that only 
union can fulfill remains. Therefore, while historical and modern thinkers 
will occasionally be mentioned, this book cannot comprehensively analyze 
various Christian traditions. Nevertheless, the idea that humans have always 
required a second- personal relation to God stands on firm theological footing.

Overview

As mentioned above, I propose one fundamental need that I believe is consis-
tent for all human beings: a second- personal relation to God. While there may 
be others, this need is necessary to be human but not sufficient to be human. 
If this need is not met, the lack does not undermine humanness, though it 
does affect flourishing. Furthermore, such a uniquely human need can apply 
to all humankind without flattening individual and cultural diversity. Such a 
need does not undermine human particularity even if the need is universal to 
“human” as a kind. Analogously, an orchid’s need for sunlight does not negate 

23. Lossky, In the Image and Likeness of  God, 97 (emphasis added). Further, the modern- 
day proliferation of material discussing union with Christ and participation in Christ, which 
is largely concerned with the nature of this relationship with God, illustrates the centrality of 
this theme.

24. Beeley, “Christ and Human Flourishing,” 136, referencing Augustine, On Genesis Liter-
ally Interpreted 3.24.
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its uniqueness just because other flowers such as roses, kowhai, thyme, water 
lilies, and jasmine all share that same photosynthetic need.

For this argument to get off the ground, however, I must clarify what I mean 
by the language of need. Thus, I begin part 1 with a discussion of what I mean 
by “need.” To do so, I draw from the work of analytic philosopher Garrett 
Thomson. His rigorous analysis of “fundamental need” provides criteria for 
determining what a need is and how basic it is for an entity’s well- being.25 
He raises distinctions between need, desire, and interest, plus, importantly, 
he defends his understanding of harm. For Thomson, a fundamental human 
need is a need for something that is necessary for the well- being of the human 
person, even though he does not provide the specific content of well- being.26 
Ultimately, Thomson makes the case that the constitution of a creature is 
bound to what need(s) it has.

Once clear on our language and criteria, I turn to the abductive task in 
part 2. There we will look at the biblical material and ask, Does Scripture 
point to a fundamental human need across its diversity of texts, authors, 
and times?27 However, since Scripture is not concerned with Thomson’s cat-
egories, we will need to look at the terms of Scripture. Hence, an exegetical 
case for the minimum parameters for what it means to be human according 
to the Hebrew Bible will be proposed in this second chapter. We will see that 
this need is grounded in God’s divine presence and in human flourishing 
as well as harm. Therefore, these themes from the Hebrew Bible and New 
Testament will require an examination to establish their relationship more 

25. In more recent work, he is careful to distinguish between the constitution of well- being 
and the causes of well- being: Thomson, Gill, and Goodson, Happiness, Flourishing and the 
Good Life, 15. For the purposes of my present argument, however, we will focus on satisfaction 
of fundamental need as a cause of well- being. We will return to the constitution of well- being/
flourishing in chaps. 9 and 10 since there are theological reasons for understanding well- being 
as constituted by union with God.

26. G. Thomson, Needs, 88–89. “Well- being” and “flourishing” will be used interchange-
ably throughout this book to communicate a degreed state that can change through time. Such 
interchangeability is also found in Thomson, Gill, and Goodson, when they state, “What counts 
as greater well- being for a person as a child and for the same person as a young adult will dif-
fer in many regards from what constitutes her well- being as an older person. The same point 
would apply to ‘flourishing.’ Indeed, a full theory of well- being would be at the same time an 
account of some aspects of human development.” See Happiness, Flourishing and the Good 
Life, 11. In fact, it is the developmental aspect of well- being and flourishing that has so much 
potential for future research, especially how fundamental need might comport with social and 
developmental psychology.

27. What I mean by “Scripture” is a “medium for divine discourse.” Such language is meticu-
lously articulated by Nicholas Wolterstorff in Divine Discourse, 131. Further, the interpretive 
methodological approach with which I most resonate and apply throughout is articulated by 
Kit Barker and found in his Imprecation as Divine Discourse.
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fully.28 Scripture makes claims implicitly and explicitly about what humans 
are, especially as they relate to God. Consequently, chapter 2 examines the 
Hebrew Bible and its uses of “image of God” language for the initial humans.

Chapter 3 will turn to the New Testament to see what it contributes to 
the image of God concept. These parameters will form the constraints for 
any Christian theological anthropology for those holding to Scripture as the 
norming norm for all theology. From this explanation, I will argue in support 
of Christ as the teleological prototype for all humans.29 While this claim is not 
new, the integration of fundamental need to help connect Christ’s humanity 
and common humanity is new. If he is the perfect expression of humanness, 
then Christ’s need for this divine presence provides substantial evidence for 
all humanity needing this divine presence.30 I will also argue that the imago 
Dei serves as the mechanism connecting the Son’s humanity and universal 
humanity.31

After drawing heavily from the biblical scholarship about the image of God, 
in chapter 4 I will supplement chapters 2 and 3 by looking at what Israel and 
the surrounding cultures understood the image of God to be— specifically, 
how this relates to the divine presence in their contexts, including the role of 
temples and world building for conceiving of humanity and the cosmos. This 
chapter will conclude that being in the image of God supplies the identity of 
human persons with attendant functions. These functions do not constitute 
the image of God. Still, they are expressions of this identity— an identity 
grounded in the humanity of the second person of the Trinity, who has the 
same fundamental need as all other humans. This need characterizes both the 
identity and function of individuals and the nation of Israel and, consequently, 
the Christian community. Such an identity is teleological, as the divine- human 

28. For this project, the recorded divine disclosure under examination is restricted to the 
Hebrew Bible and the New Testament.

29. The most robust formulation of a Christocentric anthropology takes shape in the work 
of Karl Barth. For this reason, Cortez concludes: “It would seem that more work remains for 
those who would like to continue affirming that Jesus reveals what it means to be truly human, 
either building off the work of Karl Barth and strengthening the methodological framework that 
he left us, or building a Christological anthropology off an as- yet- underdeveloped basis.” While 
this book will have points of overlap with Barth, it will also attempt the latter option Cortez 
elucidates, by proposing a needs- based anthropology. Cortez, “Madness in our Method,” 26. 
See also Cortez, ReSourcing Theological Anthropology, 22.

30. “Christ,” as understood in this book, indicates the incarnate Logos.
31. By “mechanism,” I mean the teleological relation that connects the prototypical image of 

God with those patterned after this image. This mechanism is bound to divine intention, in a way 
analogous to how the copies of a certain product are patterned after the original. The intention 
of a manufacturer is that the copies replicate the original. The imago Dei functions like this 
intention. Adam’s image is one of derivation from the true image of the Second Adam. The true 
image is the eschatological telos of humanity and will be addressed more fully in later chapters.
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image sets the pattern or blueprint for human beings. Humanity is meant to 
become like this image in a creaturely way. However, this telos requires relat-
ing to God’s second- personal presence. Such a telos is not contingent on sin, 
the form of embodiment, or ability. It is God’s intended telos and, as a divine 
intention, is sufficient to ground the identity and value of each human being. 
The capacity to become like the true image requires being a sort of creature 
who can rely on God’s personal presence. Such a reliance is itself a gift of 
the Spirit’s action in humanity, including Christ’s faithful humanity. At the 
same time, while all humans share this need for reliance on God’s presence, 
the incarnate Son is also in a category of his own.

Part 3 will move into geographical, metaphorical, and relational language 
to describe the centrality of divine presence for human flourishing. Chapter 
5 maintains the importance of scriptural language that communicates the 
centrality of God’s presence for humanity’s flourishing, especially the lan-
guage of bread, water, and filial (kinship) relationship and the importance of 
the tabernacle and temple for Israel. The sixth chapter will then address how 
this need finds expression in the life of Christ. While these are all experienced 
realities of Israel, there are also symbols of this divine presence via metaphors: 
bread, water, and filial language. The New Testament leverages these concepts 
to contextualize the coming of the “messiah- of- the- Spirit.”32 This reflection 
on central metaphors will naturally lead to the role of the Spirit in the life of 
Jesus. The sixth chapter will also discuss the extent to which Jesus of Nazareth 
is both the prototype and the goal for all humans to embody— while holding 
firmly to the continuity of this fundamental need even for his own humanity. 
The seventh chapter will conclude this section with the textual prominence 
of Spirit dependence for those who follow Jesus, especially related to those 
geographical, metaphorical, and relational terms.

We will find that both in Scripture and in Thomson’s framework, the 
kind of need a creature has is bound to what kind of creature something 
is, and what kind of creature something is also determines its function. For 
these reasons, both identity and function flow from an understanding of 
fundamental need. Further, the meeting of this need causally contributes to 
human flourishing. So, after arguing for that fundamental need from Scrip-
ture, we will turn to a theological case for that need, first by looking at how 
this may enable further comprehension of Christ’s humanity in chapter 8. 
While chapters 2 through 7 primarily build on the work of biblical scholars, 
the eighth chapter will return to Thomson’s rubric to explore how the prior 
material relates to Jesus himself. Since Thomson gives general definitions of 

32. M. Turner, Power from on High, 199.
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these terms from his analytic training, this book aims to integrate these terms 
into a Christian perspective.33 We will examine the four- stage anthropology 
(status integritatus, corruptionis, gratiae, and gloriae) to see if this need holds 
across each human experience. If this need applies to all stages of anthropol-
ogy, then this is an inescapable and noncircumstantial need, contributing to 
the warrant for its fundamentality.

As mentioned above, given the methodological priority of relying on the 
Christian Scriptures for this book’s argument, there will not be space to 
engage thoroughly with specific theologians. However, to strengthen the 
theological robustness of this argument, the ninth chapter will engage with 
Kathryn Tanner’s understanding of weak and strong participation in the 
image of God, of Christocentric anthropology, and of the doctrine of God. 
Tanner’s Christocentric anthropology fits well with the fundamental need 
proposed here, though she makes her case more by exegeting the Christian 
tradition than by exegeting the biblical texts. Within the Christian tradition, 
she engages especially with patristic theologians and is well versed in the later 
Western Church tradition, raising fruitful avenues for further historical work 
to be done as it relates to fundamental need. Given her engagement with the 
church fathers, her work provides a helpful supplement to the biblical material 
that will be the focus of this book.

Having argued that fundamental need is sustainable, in chapter 10 I will 
propose a theological anthropology that supports this disposition: a pneuma-
christocentric anthropology. The emergent picture is that need, as it relates to 
the divine presence, proves foundational to anthropology— an anthropology 
that recognizes the necessity of the Trinity as a whole without limiting or 
dismissing the Spirit. While some have noticed the tendency in theology for 
a Spirit- less anthropology, a thoroughly pneumachristocentric anthropology 
has only begun to receive theological attention.34 Thus, this book will argue 
for a pneumachristocentric anthropology as the best way to accommodate 
the fundamental need for God’s second- personal presence.

At root then, I propose that humans bear an intended fundamental need. 
As such, it is not necessarily constituted by lack or defect of any kind. This 
need was designed to be discovered in a context of abundance, an abundance 
of what (or, better, who) would continually meet this need: God’s very own 
presence. Yet when sin entered human history, scarcity and toil took the place 

33. By “analytic” I mean a way of approaching systematic theology that foregrounds trans-
parency, simplicity of expression, and clarity.

34. Cortez, “Idols, Images, and a Spirit- ed Anthropology.” Cortez also notes the work of 
Yves Congar and Colin Gunton as examples of this approach, even though their focus is not 
primarily exegetical.
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of abundance and rest.35 Accordingly, this need was not an imperfection but 
integral to what it means to be human. While having needs is often understood 
negatively, on this view, such need indicates, instead, the greatest creaturely 
dignity God could have granted humankind. Humankind is intended to ex-
perience dynamic flourishing in and through personal communion with the 
very triune life of God. Such communion is possible through the incarnation 
of the Logos, the firstborn of creation, putting on human form, depending 
on the Spirit, and giving the Spirit so that all humanity might flourish both 
now and always.

35. For a defense of the compatibility of the traditional account of the doctrine of sin— 
which would include a historical human pair who were uniquely related to God and whose sinful 
actions precipitated human death— with contemporary genetic science and paleoanthropology, 
see Thomas McCall’s overview in the appendix of Against God and Nature, 576–86.
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